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Dear Friends,

Having been elected Chair of the Board 

of Green Sod Ireland in April this year, it is 

my pleasure and privilege to greet you in 

this 2021 Annual Report. On your behalf 

and on behalf of the Board, I want to thank 

our outgoing Chair, Mary White, for her 

contribution and ongoing commitment 

to our wonderful organization. A debt of 

gratitude is owed to Áine Bird, who retired 

from the Board this year, and who remains a 

loyal friend of GSI.

Another year has passed in which the 

COVID-19 pandemic has thrown our world 

into chaos. As we did throughout 2020, we 

have continued to stay connected using 

Zoom and while we undoubtedly miss face 

to face contact, working and collaborating 

online is proving to be both efficient and 

highly effective. The pandemic has, for 

Green Sod, like so many other organizations, 

forced us to work differently and many of 

our initiatives were ‘re-created’ this year to 

facilitate the new circumstances in which we 

find ourselves.  

All the events associated with our 

Biodiversity Wild Acres Week Celebration 

during the summer were rolled out virtually, 

for example. The gift of this was that 

the programme reached a much wider 

international audience – something we had 

not anticipated.

I wish to extend a warm welcome to the 

new volunteers who have joined our team in 

2021 – Cian Kiely Cuddy, Rosie McGuire, Áine 

Lawless, Michelle Moore-Temple and Rory 

MacCanna. And, of course, a huge thank 

you to all the volunteers who work tirelessly 

on all of Green Sod’s various projects and 

activities. These include – but are not 

limited to – Aoife Ralph for coordinating 

the projects that resulted from an award of 

€50,000 from Rethink Ireland in 2020 and a 

further €20,000 this year; Janet Laffey whose 

commitment ensured GSI is now certified as 

a carbon off-set provider; Jenny Cunningham 

our steadfast administrator; Cian for his 

assistance to Jenny; Edel Kavanagh for her 

lead in Education; 

Foreword 
from the 
chairperson

Cyrilla Costello 

Chairperson
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Rory MacCanna and Áine for their 

commitment to the Communications sub-

committee and, in particular, their support in 

actioning the Save a Sod campaign.

It gives me great pleasure to say that, thanks 

to our great team of volunteers and to you, 

our supporters, whose contributions are 

invaluable, Green Sod is in fine health and 

growing well. A special word of thanks too 

to our collaborators and funders including 

County Councils, Heritage Council of 

Ireland, Lifes2Good foundation, West Cork 

Development Partnership, the Department 

of Social Protection, NUI Galway, and the 

European Rewilding Network.

Green Sod’s Board is very mindful of its 

governance responsibilities. In 2021, 

therefore, we continued on our journey to 

compliance (to the Code of Practice for Good 

Governance of Community, Voluntary and 

Charitable Organisations in Ireland) and I am 

happy to report that we have now achieved 

full compliance with the Charities Regulator.

As a Board, we are equally conscious of our 

obligation to ensure Green Sod’s financial 

future. Our greatest challenge in the coming 

year is undoubtedly to secure the core 

funding the organization needs to sustain our 

growth and expand our reach and influence. 

This will be a priority and an area of key focus 

for us over the months to come.

On a final note, I want to thank my fellow 

directors, our solicitor, Liam Staunton, 

Galway, our accountants, Candor Chartered 

Accountants, Galway, and all of you friends 

of Green Sod reading this Annual Report. In 

spite of COVID-19 and the difficulties of 2021 

we have all worked together to protect the 

many uplifting and incredibly biodiverse Wild 

Acres in our care. I hope you enjoy reading 

our news-packed 2021 Annual Report and 

look forward to working with you again in 

2022.

With renewed thanks for the support you, the 

community, give us, in so many ways.

Míle buíochas libh. 

Stay safe and well.

Cyrilla Costello 

Chairperson
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Green Sod Ireland delivers ecological 

education programmes across all sectors 

and works with local communities. This work 

helps to raise awareness about the benefits 

of caring for land and its biodiversity, from 

a health, educational, social. economic and 

environmental point if view.  

According to Humberto Delgado Rosa of 

the European Rewilding Network less than 

a quarter of animal species and less than 

a fifth of habitats under the EU Nature 

directives are currently in good health. 

Rewilding is a proven, effective way forward. 

Today we are faced with the twin 

emergencies of climate change and 

biodiversity loss as the vital living systems of 

our common home – sunlight, fresh air, clean 

water and healthy soil - are under serious 

threat and we humans are implicated in this 

destruction. Humanity is slowly waking up to 

the reality of what is happening, recognizing 

the value of what is lost and sensing the 

preciousness of what still survives. Green 

Sod Ireland is shaping a new environmental 

ethic, one that recognizes the rights of the 

total Earth community and awakens our 

collective consciousness for the sake of the 

soul of our native land before it is too late.

Covid-19 presented difficulties in many ways, 

and despite the limitations, GSI’s creativity, 

energy and passion meant the team found 

ways to move forward in the face of adversity 

and successfully adjusted plans.

About Green Sod
Ireland and why we 
do what we do
The purpose of Green Sod Ireland is to 

protect and conserve Irish land in perpetuity, 

for the sake of its indigenous inhabitants, 

for present and future generations. It is 

a registered charity established in 2007 

in response to the rapid loss of land and 

biodiversity during the Celtic Tiger days. It 

is a nationwide land trust with gifted land in 

its care in Counties Carlow, Galway, Mayo, 

Donegal, Cavan, and Cork. By holding these 

lands in trust, myriad species on the land 

are enabled to thrive and flourish – and that 

includes us, humans.  

We are all interconnected and 

interdependent. What happens to one 

species affects us all. We all have our part to 

play in the interconnected web of life. 

85% mouse genes are the same as ours!

We share 40% of our genes with fruit flies 

Melissa Griffith 
Co-founder
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European Rewilding 
network gives
recognition to
Green Sod Ireland
Formed in 2013, the European Rewilding 

Network (ERN) is a pan-European 

community set up to amplify the rewilding 

movement through the sharing of 

practical experiences on rewilding sites 

at various stages of development. Each 

member’s work can be enhanced through 

this exchange of insights and know-how, 

and the network has now grown into a 

diverse range of 75 initiatives spanning 27 

countries, of which Green Sod Ireland is 

one. 

 

European Rewilding Network works 

at the forefront of a blossoming pan-

European rewilding movement, with a 

growing number of rewilding initiatives 

mushrooming across the continent, 

capturing hearts and minds on an ever-

increasing scale. 

 

Green Sod Ireland is one of the 27 

initiatives in the Network. Each rewilding 

initiative brings with it a unique landscape 

and its own set of challenges and 

opportunities – from which much learning 

can take place to move each one up the 

rewilding scale.

Eimear Stephenson, GSI Earth and Ocean 

Scientist, and James Haughey, GSI ecologist, 

attended a conference in Italy which was 

hugely beneficial to Green Sod Ireland. 

“It has been very useful to learn about 

different approaches on larger and smaller 

scale rewilding projects.  Green Sod is 

part of a vibrant, dynamic and supportive 

community,” says James Haughey from 

Green Sod Ireland. 

The gathering provided a great opportunity 

for lively and thought-provoking discussions, 

with particular attention given to methods 

used and how human intervention can 

be withdrawn over time enabling natural 

processes to fully unfold. 

 

The event focused on five themes using 

case studies: connecting rewilding science 

and practice, rewilding landscapes, wildlife 

comeback and coexistence, communicating 

rewilding as the 21st century environmental 

narrative, and economic opportunities 

emerging from rewilding.
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James & Eimear, GSI volunteers with 

participants of ERN’s Rewilding Conference 

in the wild heart of Italy’s Central 

Apennines November 2021

Main achievements in 2021

Land Education Community Engagement

The following reports serve to show how all activities undertaken in the past twelve months 

(2021) are in furtherance of Green Sod Ireland’s charitable purposes. The work was carried 

out by teams of professionals/volunteers, who received some remuneration from fundings 

received and who worked tirelessly to fulfil the goals set out.

A major success in 2021 was the awarding 

of €50,000 by Rethink Ireland to Green Sod 

Ireland to progress the development of the 

organisation. This partnership has been 

hugely successful with the development 

of a strong business model. 2021 has 

seen a huge surge in media coverage on 

environment and climate change which 

in turn has led to an increase in traffic to 

the GSI website and online community 

growth, and donations. Our hugely 

successful ‘readjusted’ on-line Wild Acres 

Week mid-year supported a 40% increase 

of engagement through social media and 

website reflecting the growing interest in 

the work Green Sod Ireland is doing.

Our three main areas
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Together we Hold this Land in Trust  
Is le chéile a Choinnímid an Talamh seo ar Iontaobhas

Acraí Fiáine
Tá sé mar aidhm ag an bhFóidín Glas a hacraí fiáine a chosaint, 

gnáthóga sábháilte a chruthú a éascóidh saorghluaiseascht don 

fhiadhúlra agus a chinteoidh an bhithéagsúlacht.

Wild Acres  
 

Green Sod Ireland has gifted land (wild acres) in:

• Páirc a’ Tobair; Rosscarbery, Cork

• Red Bog, The Colliery, Carlow 

• Salrock, Connemara, Galway

• Native Woodland, Ballinrobe, Mayo

• Arderry, Cavan

• Kinnego, Donegal 

Green Sod Ireland has four new lands currently 

under review, lands cared for by people with 

foresight and great compassion and care for the 

species with whom we share this planet

Land
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Páirc a’ Tobair
Ecology Centre

Management of Habitats continued: Immature woodland; dry meadows and grassy verges; 

scrub; buildings and artificial surfaces; mixed broadleaved woodland; artificial ponds; 

horticultural land; hedgerows; and tree lines.

Páirc a’ Tobair ecology centre was gifted to 

Green Sod Ireland in 2018 by the Sisters of Mercy, 

Southern Province. It is a rich and diverse Wild 

Acre site, comprising of young woodland, meadow, wet 

woodland, wet meadow and pond life. With the lifting of the 

Covid 19 restrictions, visits to the land holdings became possible again.

Paul Cullen 
CARETAKER 

Paul welcomed us and showed us around the 

vegetable garden with its raised beds where the 

various community groups work, e.g., Co-Action 

Community group, Tidy Towns, and Gardening Groups.
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The polytunnel was bursting with tomatoes, onions, herbs, pumpkins and much more, 

which are placed at the gate with an honesty box for local people to purchase and enjoy the 

fresh produce. 

The new path created in 2021 gives accessibility to everyone, especially wheelchair 

users, to the polytunnels, and railings are fitted now too for extra support and safety 

for all. This work is all happening courtesy of a grant from the Heritage Council. Roger, 

who is on the Community Employment Scheme in Páirc a’ Tobair has been fixing and 

building stone walls and steps which fit with the character of the place.

Hopefully 2022 will see the erection of proper signage at the entrance to Páirc a’ 

Tobair, explaining all that is going on there. Green Sod Ireland is very grateful to Kevin 

McCaughey who is the Supervisor with the Dept of Social Protection for the two CE 

workers at Páirc a’ Tobair. 

The forest is growing at a great rate, tracks need to be maintained there to maintain 

access, and to encourage wildflowers for pollinators. The pond has access to it for 

people and will in time become an ideal space for the Deep Time Walk (part of GSI’s 

education initiatives).

Páirc a’ Tobair, under its caretaker Paul and his team of co-workers/volunteers, is 

thriving. Everywhere is the sound and smell of life and growth.
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Red Bog
Ecology Centre

The somewhat overgrown garden still 

yielded a lot of quinces out of which was 

made quince jelly.

This land, in the form of five fields, is species-

rich grassland and has a raised boundary bank of 

furze bushes, with a stream bordering one side. The 

land and its rich organic garden is being allowed to thrive 

in all its biodiversity for posterity. Green Sod Ireland’s main 

function is to continue to support nature to take its course and as 

a result the land is teeming with wildlife, (flora and fauna).

Oisín Whelan 
CARETAKER 

Oisín Whelan took up residence in Spring 2021 as 

Green Sod’s Caretaker at Red Bog and set about 

immediately making the house warm and comfy for 

him to live in. That work has progressed very well so 

far. James and Michelle, GSI volunteers, and Oisín have 

plans for the garden after its winter sleep. 
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Volunteers working in the garden
It is the work of volunteers, under the watchful eye of 

Oisín and James that ensures the garden is flourishing, 

winter and summer. This year the garden, which had 

become quite overgrown during Covid and in the 

absence of a caretaker, was cleared and prepared over 

the winter for the spring planting of 2022.

Oisín (Caretaker)
with Mary White 
(Board Member)                                    
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Salrock
Connemara, Co. Galway

July/August 2021

The Community Foundation for Ireland 

approached us early in the year about funding a 

project for GSI. Funding was secured from a Donor 

Advised Fund, The Lifes2Good Foundation, and GSI was 

granted €4000 on 01/07/2021. The funding was spent on the 

initial stages of fencing in Salrock, Connemara.

The work was done by a local man, who did an excellent job.  

The land is secured now (completed in August 2021) which will 

allow biodiversity to thrive.

Sam Bishop 

Member of the Board 

of Directors visiting 

the Salrock land
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Communications 

5 promotional videos created for GSI, Membership; Carbon Offsetting; Education, 

Volunteering and Land, were completed for distribution through local communities.

Last year (2020), Green Sod Ireland, in 

conjunction with the EPA and EcoMerit (a 

certification company), began the process 

of assessing our land bank, in order to 

estimate a value of carbon sequestration 

and its potential for carbon offsetting.

 To remind the reader -Carbon offsetting 

is defined as the action or process of 

compensating for carbon dioxide emissions 

arising from industrial or other human activity, 

by participating in schemes designed to make 

equivalent reductions of carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere.

Green Sod land encompasses a wide range of 

habitats and the first step in this process is 

to map each site according to its respective 

habitat types and the area associated with 

them. This work was carried out by James 

Owen from Oran Ecology, and the mapping 

informed the process of placing a carbon 

sequestration value on each habitat.  

Carbon Off-Set Certification Project

A certification system was then designed 

by EcoMerit which would enable Green 

Sod Ireland to enter into discussion with 

the EPA in relation to the offsetting of 

carbon emissions. The Green Sod Ireland 

carbon footprint was also calculated by 

EcoMerit to ensure that those emissions 

are firstly being covered by the carbon 

sequestration processes of the land.

Community
Engagement

Janet Laffey (GSI volunteer & Project Lead) 

BAgSc, Sc. Member of Irish Landscape Institute 

(MILI)
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Certification

Rethink Ireland Award

This year, in 2021 Green Sod Ireland has been fully certified as 

a Carbon Off-Set Provider. The carbon footprint of GSI will be 

measured every year to ensure that those emissions are being 

covered by the carbon sequestration processes of the land.  

Another aspect of the work is to investigate the natural capital 

value of the land which would ensure that all the other ecosystem 

services associated with the land can be accounted for in future. 

This ongoing process was funded by the EPA and is an important 

step in assessing the GSI land and its management. 

Janet Laffey

Rethink Ireland backs “big ideas and sustainable solutions” by supporting charities and 

social enterprises all over the country. Green Sod Ireland was awarded €50,000 in September 

2020 as part of their Innovate Together 2020/2021 fund, and a further €20,000 October 

2021-March 2022 as part of the Rethink Ireland Glas Funding. The purpose/overall aim of 

the project is to ‘address the health and well-being of people in Ireland through a systemic 

approach to protecting land and biodiversity’.  The projects for the Glas funding are on-going 

until March 2022, however the 2020/2021 funding projects were successfully completed and 

signed off on in September 2021 as follows :  

 

1. Income generating programmes were implemented that now fund a stronger 

    structure for GSI & its social mission. 

(a) Offsetting Carbon and Save a Sod projects were launched in December 2020.

2. Continuing delivery of programmes that contribute to and build on the reputation of GSI.

(a) Research project/survey (volunteer and third level student field study and lab analysis).

(b) Community education programmes in two GSI land sites fulfilled  

Official exiting date was 14/09/2021

Project Lead - Aoife Ralph, BA Bus & Theo, 

MA Socio-Envir & Econ Ethics
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Schools’ programmes 

delivered in 12 schools; 2 

schools in each of the areas 

where GSI hold land- some 

were delivered in person, and 

some on-line due to Covid-19 

restrictions, all of which 

serves to further strengthen 

the reputation and profile of 

GSI nationally.

Co-Action Community group
working in Páirc a’ Tobair, 
Rosscarbery, West Cork

Save a Sod
GSI’s new income generating 

initiatives are being showcased 

nationally & internationally - Save A 

Sod launched in December 2020 and 

on-going with a newly designed Gift 

Pack for businesses and corporates; 

a corporate pack is in the process 

of being designed this year 2021, to 

promote the selling of carbon off- 

sets. 

 

a. A media and social media strategy 

was developed.

b. Carbon Offsetting profiled and Save 

a Sod project launched.

Duncan Walker (director at 

Collaboration Ireland & Rethink 

Ireland Consultant) has been working 

with GSI team since December 2020 

through Spring 2021 to assist with 

putting together a business plan, 

which was completed during the year.

“ It has been a pleasure working 
with you and we were delighted 
to have the opportunity to 
support you and the amazing 
work that Green Sod Ireland 
does. “
Duncan Walker

Corporate Save a Sod cards launched 

in December 2021, when 2,000 Save A 

Sod cards were specifically designed 

for TELUS International, saving 200 

sods, the specially designed cards 

were put into 2,000 Christmas 

hampers for their employees. 
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Wild Postcard Project
In June, during Wild Acres Week - we 

had the great pleasure of working with 

Angela and Eileen. Hosting a pop-up event 

as part of our biodiversity programme, 

Wild Cards Week (5th-12th June 2021), 

the Wild Postcard Project facilitated an 

online experience. This included a really 

interesting hands-on guided art workshop 

where participants explored biodiversity 

from different perspectives (from the 

microscopic to whole ecosystems!).

Also, part of the ‘wild acres: wild postcard’ 

experience was a creative call-out, 

inviting people to depict Irish biodiversity 

from their own personal perspective. 

We received many stunning depictions                                     

of Irish biodiversity, all very different in 

style and personal vision of biodiversity in 

Ireland.

Icing on the cake – two of the artworks 

have been selected from all of the amazing 

submissions to be converted into postcards 

to commemorate the week of events. 

Congratulations to Emily and Anna-Marie!
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Biodiversity 
Ambassador
Programme

In October we launched our Biodiversity 

Ambassador Programme, designed and 

created by Ashleigh Downey, GSI’s Art & 

Ecology coordinator. 

Green Sod Ireland’s Biodiversity 

Ambassador Programme is the first of 

its kind in Ireland. This network creates 

a supportive space for all individuals 

to honour and protect biodiversity, to 

discover more about the intrinsic value 

of nature, and advocate for the right of 

all living beings. If you are interested 

in biodiversity and advocating for a 

sustainable future, then we would love you 

to consider getting involved. 

Designed in collaboration with 

Greenhouse Culture, this initiative is a 

great opportunity to become a leader 

in your school, campus, workplace or 

community, and to promote positive 

actions in a local context.

In order to protect the planet, and our 

own future, we need to come together 

and call for action on biodiversity loss, 

climate change, and all the environmental 

challenges we currently face. 

Becoming a Biodiversity Ambassador is 

about finding and using your voice. It is 

about helping to protect our wild acres and 

restoring safe havens where species can 

thrive and flourish, vital for biodiversity. 

Green Sod Irelands’ vision is of Ireland as 

a country where ecosystems are thriving 

and flourishing.  We believe that together 

we can protect our natural environment for 

present and future generations.

For more information on this project, you can email : bioambassador@greensodireland.ie

Ashleigh Downey
GSI’s Art & Ecology

coordinator
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Greensod Ireland and the
sustainable development goals

It was almost unimaginable…

GSI aims focus on the climate and biodiversity emergency by addressing several of the 

United Nations Global Sustainable Development Goals:

Many of GSI’s initiatives were re-planned and restructured because of Covid-19, as was the 

case with many organizations. We used the opportunity to our advantage, having meetings 

online, via zoom and doing a lot of planning in the same way, while missing face to face 

contact. The freedom experienced when the country opened up again was palpable as we 

started moving about the country again visiting the various lands. It’s almost unimaginable 

how Covid-19 was actually so helpful to biodiversity, in that nature got a break from our 

human activities! Who would have believed it?
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Education
Green Sod Ireland runs ecological 
education initiatives across all 
sectors schools and adult groups

“ I have thoroughly enjoyed 
working with you and on 
behalf of the entire Innovate 
Together Team thank you 
for your participation in our 
programme and the passion 
you bring to the sector.. “ 

Fiorella Cordero

Social Impact Analyst, Rethink Ireland

The project being addressed by the 

2021/2022 Glas fund focuses on Education. 

Three Lunch and Learn events to be held in 

the new year 2022. 

 

Rethink Ireland Glas Funding: first payment 

of €10,500 received on 1st October 2021 – 

remaining €4,500 to be released in February 

2022 when targets are met. 

These were rescheduled because schools were closed when the 

country was opened up after Covid 19.

Story of the Universe 

Bee Aware

Story of the Universe tells the story of how 

the Universe evolved and of our place in it 

– teaching of the interconnectedness and 

interdependence of all of life.

Bee Aware raises the children’s awareness 

of the importance of bees as pollinators, 

and how everyone can help protect them

Working in conjunction with the National 

Biodiversity Data Centre

Initiatives for Primary School Students
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Adult Wild Walks 

Be Bio-Diverse 

Connect

Initiatives for Secondary School Students

Initiatives for Adults

Be Bio-Diverse is an interactive Global 

Citizenship Education Programme 

that promotes a deeper awareness of 

environmental and social justice issues.

Connect is an interactive ecological art 

and science project, in which students 

learn to recognize the intrinsic value of 

nature, the importance of biodiversity; how 

to respect and care for it.

Adult Wild Walks took place in Counties 

Roscommon and Galway – open to local 

communities
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Goals for 2022

Green Sod Ireland aims to continue to 

strengthen the current programmes and 

projects while expanding and growing in 

creative ways

• PRIORITY - To achieve core funding 

to ensure the continuance of the 

organization and to identify new funding 

sources. 

• To evaluate our work, its aims and 

objectives and refine our efforts to 

ensure we meet the needs of our 

stakeholders. 

• To welcome new volunteers with diverse 

capabilities to support our conservation 

work. 

• To work with communities around the 

land in Green Sod’s care, mirroring the 

huge success of community building 

around GSI’s ecology centre Páirc a’ 

Tobair in Rosscarbery. 

• To acquire more land and so strengthen 

the Wild Acres of Ireland. 

• To continue to drive change as 

humankind transitions from the 

Cenozoic era to the Ecozoic era, i.e., 

to support communities to be ‘Earth 

centred’ as distinct from ‘human 

centred’. 

• To continue to be fully compliant with 

the Charities Regulator. 

• To investigate the natural capital value 

of the land which would ensure that all 

the other ecosystem services associated 

with the land can be accounted for in 

future. 

• To secure funding to establish proper 

signage on all the sites.

 

This year, we estimate that approximately 

€30,000+ has been given to GSI in voluntary 

hours. It is not easy to convey our gratitude, 

however, that doesn’t lessen the immense 

gratitude we feel to all of you – you know 

who you are, Míle buíochas.
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A Thought for 2022

Conscious that soils are the largest terrestrial storage for 

carbon, which is key in mitigating the most harmful effects of 

climate change, we are working to achieve this vision in various 

ways. Primarily, we endeavour to establish Wild Acres across 

our entire island: safe, biodiversity-rich havens where species 

can thrive and flourish and by promoting and supporting the 

proactive preservation of Nature through Ecological Education, 

Community Engagement and Re-wilding. Our “Save a Sod” and 

“Carbon Off-Setting” initiatives are also key in this challenge 

as together we work to be the change we urgently seek for the 

health and wellbeing of the entire community of life.

Nellie McLaughlin  
Author, Educator,  
Member of the Board of Directors

from Nellie McLaughlin
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Board of Directors

Cyrilla Costello 

Chairperson

Mary White 

Deputy Chair

Maria Heneghan 

Secretary / Treasurer

Nellie Mc Laughlin 

Member of the Board of Directors

Pedro Angulo 
Member of the Board of Directors

Sam Bishop 

Member of the Board of Directors

Jenny Cunningham  
Administrator

Contact  
Jenny at info@greensodireland.ie 
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Linkages

A heartfelt thanks to our entire support network – board of directors; volunteers; funding 

partners; donors; advisors, legal people; accountants; scientists and other professionals; 

photographers; conservationists; a diverse range of organizations and individuals without 

whom we could not do the invaluable work we do on behalf of the total Earth community.

Your support really matters as we work to make Ireland a more biodiverse country with 

thriving and flourishing ecosystems, for the sake of present and future generations

Become a Corporate Partner – We invite companies to become part of what we do as part of 

their corporate social responsibility.  

Become a Strategic Partner  – your role would be to believe in and support the work of 

addressing the Climate and Biodiversity Crisis that Green Sod is doing. 

Become a Donor and join the generous group of donors who have already gifted their land 

for posterity – together we hold this land in trust. 

For further information on any aspect of Green Sod Ireland’s work or to make a donation go 

to our website www.greensodireland.ie or feel free to contact Jenny, our Administrator, on 

info@greensodireland.ie or Phone: +353 85 8537216

Jenny Cunningham – MTh Ecotheology; Microsoft Office Masters, is our Administrator and

 will respond to any queries you may have about the work of Green Sod Ireland.
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Networks & Collaboration Partnerships
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Green Sod Ireland

8 Bowling Green,  

Galway H91 Y9X8

Charity Reg No : 20062262

Phone: +353 85 8537216

Website: greensodireland.ie


